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Welcome



Informed.AI  
a group of community websites

Informed.AI represents a group of websites dedicated to help, support and 
promote the activities of the AI community, both companies and individuals.

We also encourage knowledge sharing and education to facilitate the wider 
understanding of Artificial Intelligence and enable those wanting to learn 

more to find useful information to support their educational needs.

Founded in 2015, our focus has been on establishing our online offerings, 
however we are now adding more social and offline meetups and 

networking opportunities to bring different groups of people  
interested in AI together.

Awards.AINeurons.AIhomeAI.info Events.AI Showcase.AI Vocation.AI



The aim of this directory is to become an extensive 
list of information resources, and hence a great 
starting point for people wanting to learn more about 
the field. 

From novices who are just wanted to learn more 
about the field, to hobbyists looking to use the 
various tools and software available, 

to students, teachers and academics who are 
studying and researching the field, 

and finally to professional practitioners and 
developers who are building systems and 
applications of AI or ML

homeAI.info                    @homeAIinfo 

Study.AI



The following types of media exposure are 
available on homeAI.info 

• Directory Listings

• Monthly Spotlight for Individuals or Company

• News Stories and Press Releases

• Category Curator 

• Article Contributors  

• Sponsored Links / Adverts 

homeAI.info                    @homeAIinfo 

Study.AIEmail media@homeAI.info for more info



Awards.AI 

 @Awards_AI

The Global Annual Achievement Awards for Artificial Intelligence is a great 
platform to provide exposure to your company, either from a nomination or 
category winner perspective or from an awards sponsorship position.

We require both individual and overall awards sponsors, please contact us 
for more details of the specific packages available.

contact us via email at vote@Awards.AI

17 Awards Categories across a 
number of Industry sectors 

The First and Biggest  
Dedicated Awards for AI

mailto:vote@awards.ai?subject=


Events.AI                                                            

 @Events_AI

Events.AI is a global listing of AI related events with the largest collection of 
discount codes for conferences.  
 
List your meet-up, one-day event or conference with Events.AI and also get 
promotion via our social media channels. Ask about being a media partner.

contact us via email at talk@Events.AI

Biggest collection of AI events 
and conference listings

Largest number of discount 
codes in one place

mailto:talk@events.ai


Vocation.AI 

 @Vocation_AI

Vocation.AI is the Careers Portal and Jobs Board for Artificial Intelligence, 
Machine Learning and Data Science.

Gives help and advise for those interested in moving into an AI career

contact us via email at jobs@Vocation.AI

First dedicated Careers Portal 
for AI, ML and Data Science

Jobs Board, News and Info

mailto:jobs@vocation.ai


Feedback from users
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Great Initiative homeAI with all 
the global work in machine 
intelligence and the prospect of 
making such a difference in the 
lives of all, especially medical as 
we find out more about how the 
brain works 

Beth Carey 

Amazing!!..Explored the 
website and have 
everything for the 
beginners to learn 

Ruhi Garga 

Thanks for your support of the 
@JottrAI launch, @DrAndyPardoe 
and @homeAIinfo - happy Friday 
to you! 

Michael Haupt @michaelhaupt 
Co-Founder JottrAI

Home AI is a fantastic resource, 
keep it up! 

Alyx Baldwin

Thankyou . As a student I 
always wanted this. 
Sharing and suggesting to 
people. 

Shyam Sunder Kumar

@homeAIinfo <-- The Hub of AI 
Trends & Information! Thank you 
for such a wonderful resource! 
#machinelearning 

David Ray @cogmission 



 
Neurons.AI                                                             

@Neurons_AI

Neurons.AI is the professional network for AI practitioners and researchers 
to collaborate together and discuss the issues that matter.

Free to join, the platform allows members to create blogs and post forum 
messages to the rest of the community.

Join for free at http://Neurons.AI and follow @Neurons_AI

Professional Network for AI 
Practitioners & Researchers

Forums and Blogs  
by members

http://neurons.ai


We Need Your Help



What we Need
1)Senior Leaders, CTOs, CIOs and most importantly, SMEs of AI and Machine Learning, 

to form a senior advisory board supporting Andy and the management team in terms of 
the direction and focus of the initiatives that we should drive forward. We will meet a few 
times a year to set the agenda and focus on the group.  

2)Content Providers, Journalists and Editors to help us increase our own content. Help 
give us our own voice and opinion. We feel this is really important to help build up our 
catalog of contributors. 

3)Sales & Marketing. To help us grow, we need to reach out to more companies and 
individuals to make them aware of the ways we can support them. 

4)Admin. As we grow we need to keep ontop of more and more administrations and 
paperwork.  

5)Operations & Logistics. While our initial focus has been on the on-line world, we are 
moving more into the off-line, real world in terms of organising meetups, and conferences. 
This requires all sorts of help both on the day of the event but also beforehand too.



What we Need
6)Regional and Country Leads. We have visitors from all over the world, and ideally we would 
like a country lead for each to ensure we are giving focus to each countries specific 
requirements. Plus to support our role out of real world events. 

7)Business Development. Help exploring new growth areas. We have a number of new 
websites we need help to grow, including our Jobs and Careers Portal (Vocation.AI) and our 
new Professional Networking site Neurons.AI. We also have a few ideas which we would like 
to roll out in 2017 too. 

8)Technical support. We run and administer an increasing number of websites, we would 
welcome support with these to allow us to add more functionality quicker to our sites, while 
ensuring we have a stable platform for our users and visitors. 

9)CEO, CTO and CMO. While Andy Pardoe has been performing all of these roles since 
inception, we would welcome the dedication and leadership that separating these roles would 
bring, together with benefits of strengthening the management team. 

Currently none of these roles come with any renumeration, they are very much part-time 
voluntary roles. However, we are seeking funding sources that would change that situation in 



contact  
 

andy@informed.ai


